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1.Choose the correct answer.  

A.45 + 85 + 12 = 45 + ____ + 12 

a) 12               b)32               c)85 

B. The  smallest 4- digit number is ________ 

a) 1000            b)2222          c)1111 

C.                                                               _________ 

a.                       b.                       c. 

D. 654 – 100 = _______ 

a. 754             b. 650               c. 554 

E.7 x 8 = _____ 

a. 56            b. 64              c.40 

F. For rounding off a number to the nearest hundred, check the digit at the _______ 

place. 

a. ones                     b. hundreds              c. tens 

G. 214 + 214 = _______. 

a. 493                    b. 428                    c. 462 

H.5623 – 1000 = ________ 

a.4000               b.4876                   c. 4623 
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I.In multiplication, the number to be multiplied is known as the _________________ 

a. product             b.multiplicand              c.multiplier 

J.The sum of 999 and 1 is ________ 

a.888                   b.1001                   c.1000 

2.Fill in the blanks 

a. The number which is subtracted from the minuend is called the __________________ 

b. ________________ of a digit in a number is determined by the position of that digit in 

the number. 

c. When zero is added to the greatest 4-digit number, the sum is______________. 

d._______________ is created when a shape is repeated over and over again covering a 

surface without any gap or overlap. 

e.____________________ is also repeated addition. 

f. 1 thousand = _____ hundreds. 

g. A shape is _________________ when one –half of the shape is exactly like the other 

half. 

h. When a number is multiplied by _________, the product is always the number itself. 

i.411 – 411 = _______. 

j. 6  x 5 = _____. 

C. Write  True  or   False.  

a. The result obtained on addition is called the product. 

b.Multiplication is also repeated addition. 

c.36 – 0 = 0 

d.The expanded form of 1342 is 1000 + 300 +40 +23. 



e.When zero is subtracted from any number, the difference is the number itself. 

f.The number that comes just after a given number is called the successor of that 

number. 

g.21 + 1 = 24 

h. 4 x 3 = 12 

i.Patterns  can also be seen in numbers. 

j.Face  value of a digit is determined by the position of that number. 

4.Answer the following questions. 

a.Do smart multiplication using any method (method 1 or method 2) to find the product 

of  14 x 15 

b.There are 346 dolls in a shop .Round it off to the nearest 100. 

c.Write the numbers vertically and add  1673  +  2348 

d.The sum of two numbers is 6342. If one of them is 4211, find the other number. 

 

 


